Compressive Strength and Thermal Conductivity of Porous Mullite Ceramics

Abstract

Porous ceramics are a form of ceramic material with widespread applications, such as filters, isolators, and acoustics. This research aimed to investigate the compressive strength and thermal conductivity of porous mullite ceramics (3Al2O3.2SiO2 or Si2Al6O13) produced using dry yeast powder as a PFA (pore-forming agent). Kaolin powder (Al2O3.2SiO4.2H2O or Al2Si2O5(OH)4) was used as a raw material for producing mullite ceramics. Kaolin powder and dry yeast powder were mixed at a variety of dry yeast powder weight fractions: 0%, 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, and 25%. The composition was mixed using Turbula Mixer for 1 hour. The cylindrical green body (diameters of 12 mm, 15 mm, and 30 mm) of every constituent was formed by the uniaxial pressing method at 10 MPa. Monolithic kaolin was sintered at variable temperatures (1,100 oC, 1,200 oC, 1,300 oC, 1,400 oC, 1,450 oC) for 2 hours then subjected to several tests for its density. From the bulk density tests, it was found that the optimum temperature for 2-hour sintering was 1,450 oC. This temperature was then used for the sintering process of the kaolin specimens which contained dry yeast powder. Testing was performed on the microstructure, bulk density, burning waste in mass and volume, compressive strength, and thermal conductivity. According to the literature, kaolin will transform into mullite (3Al2O3.2SiO2 or Si2Al6O13) and cristobalite (SiO2) at 1,450 oC. It was found that with the increase in the content of dry yeast powder as PFA in the mixture with kaolin, the bulk density decreased (from 2.44 gr/cm3 to 1.521 gr/cm3), the porosity increased (from 23.77% to 52.48%), the compressive strength decreased (from 38.04 MPa to 4.51 MPa), and the thermal conductivity decreased (from 3.76 W/moC to 1.34 W/moC), each from yeast powder content 0% to 25%.
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1 Introduction

Engineering ceramics are usually more advantageous than engineering materials of any other types in a variety of aspects, including high strength at high temperatures, high modulus of elasticity, high hardness, wear resistance, low coefficient of thermal expansion, and relatively low density (Barsoum, 2003). One of the ceramic materials commonly produced is porous ceramic. Porous ceramics have vast applications, for example, in membranes, filters, biomaterials, thermal insulators, and acoustics. As a result, production of porous ceramics with controlled microstructure in terms of porosity, pore size, and pore space topology has become an important, intriguing topic in the last few decades.

Porous ceramics can lower thermal conductivity and at the same time increase thermal resistance, or in other words, they are suited for use as thermal insulators (Barsoum, 2003). The porous ceramics fabrication methods developing at the present include the sol-gel process (for nanometer-scale pores and high levels of porosity) (Liu and Chen, 2014), the polymer foam-based template method (for big-sized pores and high levels of porosity), the biomimetic method (using pyrolyzed Wood templates), the ceramic hollow spheres method (e.g., alumina microballoons), and the sacrificial (pyrolyzable) pore-forming agent method (PFA) (using organic materials or biopolymers burnable during sintering). Some of the materials which have been developed into forming agents are polymethyl methacrylate (Chen et al., 2005), rice starch and potato starch (Gregorova et al., 2006), poppy seed (Gregorova and Pabst, 2006), rice husk (Manap and Jais, 2009), corn starch (Wildan et al., 2009), and coconut shell charcoal (Sandra et al., 2014). Some formation methods and porous ceramics’ properties tests have also been discussed in detail by Hammel et al. (2014).

Mullite ceramics (3Al2O3.2SiO2) are engineering ceramic materials with wide applications, including, for example, refractories, whiteware, and structures. Mullite has a melting point of 1,830 oC in the air, density of 3.16 g/cm3, Young’s modulus of 50–220 GPa, fracture toughness of 2.6 MPa.m0.5, and thermal conductivity of around 6.0 W/moC (Kingon and Davis, 2000). Besides, mullite ceramics also have other good properties, namely high temperature stability, relatively low creep rate, low coefficient of thermal expansion, and low thermal conductivity, hence applied for thermal insulation (Chen and Tuan, 2001). The low thermal conductivity can be intensified by making the mullite material porous (Barsoum, 2003). Pores can lower the thermal conductivity of a solid as conductivity in vacuum is lower than in solid matters.

Research in the field of porous ceramics is still open to grow in topics of types of ceramic materials, pore-making methods, measured properties, applications, among others. This research aimed to figure out the compressive strength and thermal conductivity of porous mullite ceramics manufactured using dry yeast powder as a PFA (pore-forming agent). Kaolin powder was used as the raw material to make the mullite ceramics. Ceramic materials have a wide array of applications and relatively low sintering temperatures. The kaolin ceramic material is a refractory material with superiority in physical, mechanical, and thermal properties like being lightweight, hard, resistant to high temperatures, strong, and so forth.

2 Materials and Methods

The materials used in this research were kaolin powder (from Sigma Aldrich, serial number: 03584) and active dry yeast
powder. The particulate size distribution was measured using dry yeast powder by screening. The kaolin powder was mixed with the dry yeast powder at a variety of weight fractions: 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25% dry yeast powder. The composition was mixed together with Turbula Mixer for 1 hour in an alcohol medium. The green body specimens were made by applying uniaxial pressure at 10 MPa. In making the green body specimens, a little bit of molasses was added as a binder to assist in the forming process. Three sizes of cylindrical green body specimens were applied: diameter of 12 mm, thickness of about 10 mm; diameter of 15 mm, thickness of about 5 mm, and diameter of 30 mm, thickness of about 8 mm. The 15-mm-diameter cylindrical specimen was subjected to density tests, the 12-mm-diameter cylindrical specimen to compressive strength tests, and the 30-mm-diameter cylindrical specimen to thermal conductivity tests. The 15-mm-diameter cylindrical green body specimen was sintered at variable temperatures (1,100 °C, 1,200 °C, 1,300 °C, 1,400 °C, and 1,450 °C) and heating rate of 7 °C/minute, maintained for 2 hours. The sintering product was then subjected to the density tests by Archimedes’s method in a mercury medium. Based on the density data, it was found that sintering at 1,450 °C resulted in optimum density. Thus, the temperature 1,450 °C was selected as the sintering temperature to be applied to the rest of the specimens. All of the green body specimens were then sintered by pressureless sintering in the air at 1,450 °C and heating rate of 7 °C/minute, maintained for 2 hours. The bulk density of the sintered specimens was subjected to some tests by Archimedes’s method. The compressive strength tests were performed on the 12-mm-diameter cylindrical specimen, while the thermal conductivity tests on the 30-mm-diameter cylindrical specimen. The microstructure was observed under a scanning electron microscope (SEM).

3 Results and Discussion

The results of the measurement of yeast powder particulate sizes by the screening method is displayed in Figure 1. The varying particulate sizes from 0.297 mm through 1.68 mm were distributed (percent weight) as follows: 2% was sized 1.68 mm, 16% was sized 1.19 mm, 23% was sized 0.841 mm, 47% was sized 0.595 mm, and 11% was sized 0.297 mm. Figures 2 and 3 display the particulate shapes of the dry yeast powder and the kaolin powder, respectively. The dry yeast powder particles were rounded and nearly spherical, while the kaolin powder particles flat and layered.

![Figure 1. Distribution of dry yeast powder particulate sizes](image)

![Figure 2. SEM image of dry yeast powder](image)
The effect of kaolin sintering temperature on the bulk density of the sintering product is shown in Figure 4. As with the sintering process in general, the higher the sintering temperature, the tighter the bond between particles, causing the bulk density and the relative density to also rise. Figure 4 shows that at temperatures between 1,300 °C and 1,450 °C, no significant change in density took place. For this reason, 1,450 °C was selected as the sintering temperature for kaolin.

During a sintering process, kaolin is undergoing a phase transformation into mullite and cristoballite through a number of stages (Lee and Reinforth, 1994; Wildan et al., 2009). The transformation stages are as follows:

Kaolin (Al₂O₃·SiO₂·2H₂O) undergoes an endothermic dehydroxylation reaction starting at 550–600 °C into metakaolin (Al₂Si₂O₇) until it releases a hydroxyl (-OH) ion at 900 °C.

\[
2\text{Al}_2\text{Si}_2\text{O}_5(\text{OH})_4 \rightarrow 2\text{Al}_2\text{Si}_2\text{O}_7 + 4\text{H}_2\text{O} \quad (1)
\]

The heating carries on, and at 925–950 °C metakaolin transforms into defect aluminum-silicon spinel:

\[
2\text{Al}_2\text{Si}_2\text{O}_7 \rightarrow \text{Si}_3\text{Al}_4\text{O}_{12} + \text{SiO}_2 \quad (2)
\]

At 1,050 °C, spinel undergoes nucleation and transforms into mullite and cristobalite (high crystalline cristobalite):

\[
3\text{Si}_3\text{Al}_4\text{O}_{12} \rightarrow 2\text{Si}_2\text{Al}_6\text{O}_{13} + 5\text{SiO}_2 \quad (3)
\]

From the sintering process mullite and cristobalite were produced. Based on literature, the theoretical density of mullite is 3.05 g/cm³ (mullite data, webmineral.com),
and cristoballite 2.27 g/cm³ (christobalite data, webmineral.com). Following the theoretical density data and the transformation of kaolin into mullite and cristoballite during the sintering process, the theoretical density of the sintering products was estimated or calculated using the rule of mixture as 2.71 g/cm³. Figure 5 shows the relative density of the kaolin sintering products of mullite and cristoballite. The specimens sintered at 1,450 °C generated relative density of over 95%.

![Figure 5](image)

**Figure 5.** Relative density of the kaolin sintering products of mullite and cristoballite

Based on this phenomenon, the mass reduction during the sintering process could be estimated. For monolithic kaolin, mass reduction was be calculated theoretically based on the change from an initial condition as kaolin (Al₂O₃·SiO₂·2H₂O) into mullite and cristobalite. The amount of the theoretical mass reduction in the kaolin specimens which contained dry yeast powder was theoretically calculated based on kaolin mass reduction from the transformation into mullite and cristobalite and on the mass reduction from the firing of the dry yeast powder corresponding to the weight fractions. The theoretical and actual mass reductions can be seen in Figure 6. The difference between the actual and theoretical mass reductions was presumably caused by the presence of molasses which were added as binders during the green body formation and of the presence of moisture in the green body. The mass reductions of the specimens over the sintering process increased with the increase in dry yeast powder weight fraction.

![Figure 6](image)

**Figure 6.** Effect of dry yeast powder weight fraction on mass reduction during the porous mullite ceramics sintering

Over the sintering process course, the dry yeast powder was fired, leaving voids in the sintered specimens. With the increase in the dry yeast powder weight fractions the sintered specimens’ porosity also increased. Porosity is a ratio of the voids’ volume to the specimen’s total volume. Porosity can be estimated based on the bulk density and theoretical density as follows (Wildan et al., 2009):

$$\text{porosity} = 1 - \frac{\text{bulk density}}{\text{theoretical density}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

The porosity of the sintered specimens increased with the increase in the dry yeast powder weight fraction as can be observed in Figure 7. Porosity rose from 9.98 ± 3.52% in specimen with 0% active dry yeast?
powder weight fraction into 43.87 ± 4.80% in one with 25% active dry yeast powder weight fraction.

Figure 8. Effect of dry yeast powder weight fraction on the compressive strength of the porous mullite ceramics

Figure 8 demonstrates the compressive strength of the sintered specimens as a function of dry yeast powder weight fraction. The compressive strength decreased with the increase in the dry yeast powder weight fraction. The compressive strength fell from 38.04 ± 5.02 MPa in specimen with 0% dry yeast powder weight fraction into 4.92 ± 1.81 MPa in one with 25% dry yeast powder weight fraction. This compressive strength drop was attributed to the rise of porosity, where porosity caused stress concentration and reduced the load-receiving area (Barsoum, 2003).
Figure 10. Specimens’ microstructures as SEM-imaged for dry yeast powder weight fractions (a) 0%, (b) 10%, (c) 15%, and (d) 25%.

Figure 9 indicates the effect of the thermal conductivity of the sintered specimens on the dry yeast powder weight fraction. Thermal conductivity declined from 3.76 W/m°C in specimen with 0% dry yeast powder weight fraction to 3.01 W/m°C in one with 25% dry yeast powder weight fraction. This thermal conductivity fall was caused by the increase in porosity. Porosity plays a critical role in the thermal conductivity decrease in solids because air or void has very low conductivity in comparison to solid matters.

The microstructures of the sintered specimens can be observed in Figure 10. The pores were nearly spherical in shape. According to Figure 10, porosity increased with the increase in the dry yeast powder weight fraction.

4 Conclusion

The research results indicate that with the increase in the content of dry yeast powder as a PFA (pore-forming agent) in the mixture with kaolin, the bulk density decreased (from 2.44 gr/cm³ to 1.521 gr/cm³), the porosity increased (from 23.77% to 52.48%), the compressive strength decreased (from 38.04 MPa to 4.51 MPa), and the thermal conductivity decreased (from 3.76 W/m°C to 1.34 W/m°C), each from 0% to 25% dry yeast powder contents. The raw material used was kaolin, which after being sintered at 1,450 oC transformed into mullite and cristobalite.
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